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I strongly object to the proposed building of the Ford Energy Waste site. On a number of grounds. Due
to my Husband and Daughter suffering from Asthma I am concerned at the amount of fumes and dust
that will be in the atmosphere and exacerbate their current conditions. Also in the summer months we
will be forced to keep all doors and windows shut as I live very close to the purposed site. Traffic is
also a huge concern as our roads cannot cope with that volume of traffic on a daily basis. It is already
a dangerous road with a number of accidents and fatal RTC's which I feel will only increase. This is a
housing area where young children play and people use for dog walking. This will no longer be a safe
place for our children and pets. It will also have a huge impact on the local wildlife. We are extremely
fortunate to have families of foxes, hedgehogs, owls and bats. These will either be killed or there
habitats destroyed for good. Living so close to an industrial estate already we have to endure a
considerable amount of noise. I fear this will be unbearable if this plant is given the go ahead. It will
also reduce house prices in the area, and individuals will find it extremely difficult to move. As let's
face it who would want to live right next to that. We need to protect our countryside and the green
spaces we currently have. Our villages are being swamped with new housing developments and we are
losing so much of the fields, walking routes and habitats. The government is actively encouraging us to
get healthy in light of the Covid 19 pandemic. Well how can we do that with up to 120 lorries plus the
other heavy duty traffic coming through our village and onto the housing estate where we live. It will
be an eye sore and will have a huge negative impact on all concerned who live and work in the area.
Object 100% to this monstrosity being given planning permission. We dont need it nor do the people of
Yapton and surrounding villages want it.
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